We present a cooperative approach using both Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms and visualization methods. SVM are widely used today and often give high quality results, but they are used as "black-box", (it is very difficult to explain the obtained results) and cannot treat easily very large datasets. We have developed graphical methods to help the user to evaluate and explain the SVM results. The first method is a graphical representation of the separating frontier quality (it is presented for the SVM case, but can be used for any other boundary like decision tree cuts, regression lines, etc). Then it is linked with other graphical methods to help the user explaining SVM results. The information provided by these graphical methods can also be used in the SVM parameter tuning stage. These graphical methods are then used together with automatic algorithms to deal with very large datasets on standard personal computers. We present an evaluation of our approach with the UCI and the Kent Ridge Bio-medical data sets.
INTRODUCTION
The size of data stored in the world is constantly increasing but data do not become useful until some of the information they carry is extracted. Furthermore, a page of information is easy to explore, but when the information reaches the size of a book, or library, or even larger, it may be difficult to find known items or to get an overview. Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) can be defined as the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data (Fayyad et al., 1996) .
In this process, data mining can be defined as the particular pattern recognition task. It uses different algorithms for classification, regression, clustering or association. In usual KDD approaches, visualization tools are only used in two particular steps: in one of the first steps to visualize the data or data distribution, in one of the last steps to visualize the results of the data mining algorithm, between these two steps, automatic data mining algorithms are carried out.
Some new methods have recently appeared (Wong, 1999) , trying to involve more significantly the user in the data mining process and using more intensively the visualization (Shneiderman, 2002) , this new kind of approach is called visual data mining. We present some graphical methods we have developed to increase the visualization part in the data mining process and more precisely in supervised classification tasks.
The first method is used to evaluate the quality and interpret or explain the results of Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms used in supervised classification. Very few papers have addressed this topic (Caragea et al, 2003) , . In supervised classification SVM algorithms have shown to be very efficient but they are used as "a black box". We have an accurate model of the data, but no explanation about this model and most of the time this is what the end-user is waiting for. The SVM is able to classify a new data point in class +/-1, but we do not know why.
A first graphical method is used to give the user an evaluation of the quality of the obtained separating surface. This first graphical method is then linked with another one to try to explain what are the attributes having an important part in the classification.
Then we show how we can also use the information given by this kind of visualization method to help the user in tuning the SVM algorithm parameters. Parameter tuning is a very important part of the data mining task (with SVM algorithms and with many other ones), but here again the process is nearly never described. Our approach doesn't solve the whole problem but only avoid parsing all the possibilities and when we are dealing with very large datasets (one million data points or more) this can be really time saving.
One restriction of the data visualization methods is well known: they usually cannot treat very large data sets. At last, we present a cooperative approach using both the previous graphical method and automatic algorithms to efficiently deal with very large datasets.
SVM ALGORITHMS
SVM algorithms (Vapnik, 1995) are kernel-based methods used for supervised classification, regression or novelty detection and have been successfully applied to a large number of applications. Let us consider a linear binary classification task, with m data points in the ndimensional input space R n , denoted by the x i (i=1,…, m), having corresponding to labels y i = ±1.
For this problem, the SVM try to find the best separating plane, i.e. furthest from both class +1 and class -1. It can simply maximize the distance or margin between the support planes for each class (x.w -b = +1 for class +1, x.w -b = -1 for class -1). The margin between these supporting planes is 2/||w||. Any point falling on the wrong side of its supporting plane is considered to be an error. Therefore, the SVM has to simultaneously maximize the margin and minimize the error. The standard SVM formulation with linear kernel is given by the following quadratic program (1) where slack variables z i ≥ 0 and constant C > 0 is used to tune errors and margin size.
Min f (w, b, z) = (1/2) ||w|| 2 + C Σ z i s.t. y i (w.
The plane (w,b) is obtained by the solution of the quadratic program (1). And then, the classification function of a new data point x based on the plane is:
f(x) = sign (w.x -b). SVM can use some other classification functions, for example a polynomial function of degree d, a RBF (Radial Basis Function) or a sigmoid function. To change from a linear to nonlinear classifier, one must only substitute a kernel evaluation in (1) instead of the original dot product. More details about SVM and others kernel-based learning methods can be found in (Cristianini, 2000) .
Recent developments for massive linear SVM algorithms (Fung and Mangasarian, 2001) reformulate the classification as an unconstraint optimization and these algorithms require thus only solution of linear equations of (w,b) instead of quadratic programming. If the dimensional input space is small enough (less than 10 4 ), even if there are millions of data points, the new SVM algorithms are able to classify them in minutes on a PC (Poulet and Do, 2003) . The algorithms can deal with nonlinear classification tasks however the m 2 kernel matrix size requires very large memory size and execution time. Reduced support vector machine (RSVM) (Lee and Mangasarian, 2000) creates a rectangular kernel matrix of size mxs (s << m) by using a small random data points S being a representative sample of the entire dataset and reduces the size problem. The authors have proposed some possible ways to choose S from the entire dataset. However, most of existing SVM algorithms have two disadvantages: they are used as "blackbox", it may be difficult to explain the results obtained and they need a important parameter tuning stage before to give the expected accuracy. 
GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF SVM RESULTS
We have developed a graphical method in order to try to explain the SVM results and evaluate their quality. The first step of our algorithm is to compute the data distribution according to the distance to the separating surface. While the classification task is performed we also compute this distance for every data point.
For each class, the positive distribution is the set of correctly classified data points, and the negative distribution is the set of misclassified data points. Then we display this distribution by the way of a simple histogram. We can use this single tool to evaluate the quality of the separating frontier. It can be used for SVM separating boundary or any other separating feature (like a cut in a decision tree algorithm or a regression line). Figure 1 shows an example of such a distribution with the class 5 of the Segment data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Blake and Merz, 1998) .
We can see the separating frontier (here a plane because we used a linear kernel) is a good one: there are only some misclassified data points (negative distribution) near the separating frontier (the vertical axis). Another possibility is to use this tool linked with other data representations, for example a set of two-dimensional scatter plot matrices (Becker et al, 1987) or parallel coordinates (Inselberg and Avidan, 1999) . Figure 2 shows an example of a set of scatterplot matrices. They are the 2-dimensional projections of the data according to all possible pairs of attributes. One of the two-dimensional matrices is selected and displayed in a larger size in the bottom right part of the visualization.
When the user selects a bar in the graphical distribution, the corresponding data points are selected in the other graphical tools too. For example if we select the bars nearest from the separating plane, the corresponding points are selected in the scatter plot matrices too. This allow the user to have some interesting information about the boundary between the two classes: what are the important attributes for the classification, is it a straight frontier or is it a complex one, etc. Figure 3 shows an example of a straight frontier between the class 7 and the other ones (always in the Segment dataset). We can see on the distribution of the data according to their distance to the separating hyper-plane, there is no data point near the boundary. We select the nearest from the boundary, and these points are automatically selected in the set of scatter plot matrices in the right of Figure 3 (the selected elements are in bold white). We find again the same information as in the distribution display: there is no point near the boundary (there is a wide empty space between the class 7 and the other ones). But we have more information than the quality of the boundary, we have also information about its shape and about the attributes important for the current class. Figure 3 shows the boundary between the class 7 and the other ones is a straight line. And we can also infer from the visualization that the two attributes corresponding to the x and y axes in the bottom right part of the visualization are the ones deciding the membership of class 7. In this particular case it is even simpler, the boundary is a horizontal line: only the attribute corresponding to the y-axis (hue-mean) is important for the class 7 (in a decision tree, we would have a node like: (if (hue-mean < x) then class=7).
It is possible to link the graphical distribution with any other graphical representation.
This simple graphical tool allows us to explain the results obtained by a SVM algorithm. The graphical representation of the data distribution according to their distance to the separating frontier gives a good idea of its quality. It is true for a SVM separating hyper-plane and for any other frontier (like a cut in a decision tree or a regression line, etc.).
Furthermore, when linked with another graphical data representation (for example the scatter-plot matrices or the parallel coordinates), the distribution can help the user in interpreting the frontier: he is able to explain what is the attribute(s) that make(s) a point belonging to a given class. One must not forget nearly all SVM algorithms only give the accuracy and the support vectors (n-dimensional vectors for a n-dimensional dataset). With this kind of results it is impossible to explain anything in the obtained classification (even if it gives a high quality accuracy). The comprehensibility and confidence in the result are never used in algorithm evaluation but an end user will not use a model if he has not a minimum comprehension and confidence in it.
The scatter-plot matrices and parallelcoordinates are only useful if the number of dimensions (database columns) and the number of items (database rows) are limited to some dozens of dimensions and some thousands of items. We will address this point in section 5.
GRAPHICAL SVM PARAMETER TUNING
Parameter tuning is a very important part of the SVM algorithms even if very few papers explain how to perform this task. We call parameter either the tuning of the algorithm input parameter, either the choice of the kernel function. One paper (Fung et al, 2002 ) explains how to perform this task. This is an exact citation from this paper:
"Following the methodology used in prior work, we tested our algorithm on this dataset together with the knowledge sets, using a "leave-one-out" crossvalidation methodology in which the entire training set of 106 elements is repeatedly divided into a training set of size 105 and a test set of size one. The values of ν and µ associated with both KSVM and SVM1 were obtained by a tuning procedure which consisted of varying them on a square grid: {2 -6 , 2 -5 ,…, 2 6 }x{2 -6 , 2 -5 ,…, 2 6 }." For someone who is not a SVM expert (and even sometimes for the experts), the only way to get high quality results is to perform several classification tasks with parameters varying in the good range values.
We can use the information obtained by the visualization tools described in the previous section to help the user.
A first possibility is to use the results of the data distribution according to their distance to the separating frontier. In the example shown in Figure  3 (left part), we can see there is no data point near the frontier. This gives the user the following information: at least one parameter has not to be tuned finely. This simple information can really reduce the time needed for the classification task.
This will not change the classification accuracy, only the time needed to perform it.
Another possibility is to use the data visualization to help the user choosing the kernel function. In the examples shown in figure 2 and  figure 3 , we can see a linear boundary between the elements of the class 2 and class 7. So a linear kernel function will be sufficient to get good results. Conversely we cannot conclude anything if we cannot see a linear boundary: if the frontier between two classes is an n-dimensional hyper-plane, any projection on two attributes will not show this frontier. But the visualization of the data distribution according to their distance to the separating hyperplane can give us this kind of information: if for example, there are several misclassified data points near the boundary, another kernel function may be more suitable.
Another interesting feature is to use these tools for the multi-class case. SVM algorithms are only able to deal with two classes. When the dataset has more than two classes the most used approaches are the one-against-all and the one-against-one. A set of classifiers is built and then the classification of a new item is performed with a vote mechanism. The same kernel function and the same parameters tuning are used for the whole treatment. Here, we can use the visualization methods to help the user to tune parameters and to choose a kernel function for each class and so use sophisticated (with often high computational cost) kernel function only when needed. The visualization is used to guide the user in his choices and reduce the number of classification algorithms to run.
We have seen how simple visualization methods can help the user to evaluate the quality of the result obtained by an automatic SVM algorithm and interpret or understand this result on one hand, and to help him to choose the parameters or kernel functions to use to get great results without having to execute several times the classification algorithm on the other hand.
COOPERATIVE METHODS
As mentioned in section 3, the scatter-plot matrices and parallel-coordinates are only useful if the number of dimensions (database columns) and the number of items (database rows) are limited to some dozens of dimensions and some thousands of items. In order to be able to deal with larger datasets, we combine automatic algorithms and visualization algorithms to get a cooperative method able to deal with large datasets.
Dimensionality reduction
Some applications have to deal with datasets having very large number of dimensions (for example in text-mining or bioinformatic). Most existing classification algorithms cannot deal with such datasets and use a pre-processing step to reduce the dataset dimensionality.
To deal with these datasets, we use a feature selection method with the 1-norm linear SVM proposed by (Fung and Mangasarian, 2004) as data preprocessing. The 1-norm linear SVM algorithm maximizes the margin by minimizing 1-norm (instead of 2-norm with standard SVM) of plane coefficients (w). This algorithm provides results having many null coefficients. The corresponding dimensions are removed, this can efficiently select few dimensions corresponding to non-null coefficients without losing too much information. We have evaluated the performances of the algorithm on the bio-medical datasets from the Kent Ridge Bio-medical Data Set Repository (Jinyan and Huiqing, 2002) .
After a feature selection task with the 1-norm linear SVM, we have used the LibSVM to classify these datasets. The results concerning the accuracy are shown in table 1: the accuracy is equal or increased for four datasets and reduced in only one case. So may be, we can talk about dimensionality selection (like for the nested cavities described in (Inselberg and Avidan, 1999) ) instead of dimensionality reduction. And then, visualization tools are able to work on these datasets.
This cooperative approach allows the user to interpret the results of SVM algorithms dealing with datasets having a very large number of attributes.
Data reduction
In order to deal with datasets having large number of items (rows of the database) we use the same kind of approach as the RSVM algorithm.
First, we use a k-means algorithm to create clusters and then we sample data points from the clusters. The resulting small dataset is then displayed with scatter-plot matrices and the user interactively selects the subset S of points (used as support vectors in input of the RSVM algorithm). These points are the points closest to the separating boundary between the two classes.
We illustrate our approach with the UCI Forest cover type dataset (581,012 data points, 54 dimensions and 7 classes). This dataset is known as a difficult classification problem for SVM algorithms. (Collobert et al, 2002 ) trained the models with SVMTorch and a RBF kernel using 100,000 training data points and 50,000 testing data points. The learning task needed more than 2 days and 5 hours with an accuracy being 83.24 %. We have also classified the class 2 against all, we have used 500,000 data points for training and the rest to test. LibSVM was not able to finish the learning task after several days. To use our cooperative approach with this dataset, about 1 hour was needed to create 200 clusters (100 for each class) and sampling 5,000 data points (25 points/cluster). Then, we have interactively selected support vectors from the reduced dataset in a set of scatter-plot matrices as shown in figure 4 . A rectangular RBF kernel was created in input of RSVM. The learning task needed about 8 hours for constructing the model with an accuracy equal to 83.77%. This is a first promising result of our tool on large datasets. This cooperative approach using both automatic algorithms (k-means, sampling and RSVM) and an interactive selection of the vector supports, by the way of a graphical representation (the scatter-plot matrices), allows us to deal with datasets having a very large number of items.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented new graphical or cooperative (using both a graphical and an automatic part) methods useful for classification tasks in data mining.
The first method is a graphical evaluation of the quality of the SVM result by the way of a histogram displaying the data distribution according to the distance to the separating surface. This method is very useful to evaluate the quality of the frontier. It has been presented to evaluate the results of SVM algorithms but it can be used for any other type of frontier (like a cut in a decision tree, a regression line, etc) and for any dataset size. Then this tool is linked with scatter-plot matrices to try to explain the results of the SVM. Today, all SVM algorithms are used as "black-box", they give good results (high accuracy) but it is impossible to explain them. We use a set of two-dimensional projections to try to explain these results. The same linked views can also be used to help the user in the parameter tuning step (for example by avoiding fine tuning when the margin is very large, or avoiding to tune parameters with a wrong kernel function). Here the accuracy will not be increased, it is only the time needed to perform the classification that is reduced. And last cooperative algorithms, using both automatic and interactive parts, are used to deal with very large (either in row or column) datasets. This allows us to increase the accuracy and the comprehensibility of the obtained models and to reduce the time needed to perform the classification. We have started to use the same kind of approach for the unsupervised classification (clustering) and outlier detection tasks in high-dimensional datasets.
